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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bqej3Lnucz0&ab_channel=GroupDevelopmentPakistan






• “Not that there isn’t some funny stuff in there, but sometimes it’s literally all dark. I think that’s 
because I’ve gone through a period of, I think it was six months of pure just not getting out of 
this cycle. And I was just constantly watching these sad videos on TikTok. And I was just like, I’d 
go up to my For You page up there and it was like, sad video after sad video after sad video. I 
always question myself why, but then I realise that I had done this to myself because I was in 
such a state, such a crisis in my own head .” (18, f, mental health service user)

• “Omegle’s fine when it’s just you talking to random people just about, how’s your day, or 
something, or just talking about a game or something. But I’ve had people point guns at me 
through a camera. I’ve had things like that, because Omegle is such a weird app. So, don’t use 
stuff like Omegle, but still, it’s fine to talk to strangers. You can talk but just make sure it stays 
there, don’t give anyone personal information stuff.” (14, m, excessive gamer)

• “If you wanted to bait someone out, which is like expose them, and they’d expose naked 
pictures of people, and really inappropriate stuff. Someone would send it in anonymously and 
it would be public. It’s disgusting. Horrible. That’s children. But Snapchat never did anything 
about it. They didn’t ban the account.” (18, f, anxiety/suicidal)







Privacy is vital in its own right and for the exercise of other rights.
Datafication is becoming routine and can infringe the right to privacy.
The principles of data protection regulation protect children’s privacy.

Children should enjoy full data subject rights.

States must provide legal safeguards and require privacy-by-design.

Where consent for processing is required, it must be meaningfully given.

Digital surveillance should not be routine, indiscriminate or covert.

Children’s data can only be shared transparently & as set out in law.

Privacy & data protection regulation should be rigorously implemented and not arbitrarily 
limit children’s other rights.

Sometimes, children need anonymity, and privacy from family.

Caregiver monitoring should be age-appropriate & not impede help-seeking.

Preventive/counselling services should not need parental consent.





https://capture.dropbox.com/O4n9ZdH1GHuQhefW



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z5JvpUPmrZ0&ab_channel=LSE






To claim the label ‘Playful by Design’, 
digital products and services should adopt seven key recommendations:

Be welcoming: Prioritise digital features that are inclusive, 
sociable and welcoming to all, reducing hateful 
communication and forms of exclusion and reflecting 
multiple identities.

No commercial exploitation: Reduce compulsive features 
designed to prolong user engagement or cultivate 
dependency on games, apps or platforms, so children’s 
immersive play is intrinsically motivated and freely chosen.

Enable open-ended play: Provide and enhance features 
that offer easy-to use pathways, flexibility and variety as 
these support children’s agency and encourage their 
imaginative, stimulating and open-ended play.

Enhance imagination: Prioritise creative resources and 
imaginative, open-ended play over pre-determined 
pathways built on popularity metrics or driven by 
advertising or other commercial pressures.

Be age-appropriate: Respect the needs of children of 
different ages by providing age-appropriate opportunities 
for play, while also allowing for safe intergenerational play.

Allow for experimentation: Recognise that exploration, 
invention and a degree of risk taking is vital in children’s 
play and that the burden should not fall on them always to 
be cautious, anxious or follow rules set by others.

Ensure safety: Ensure children’s play in online spaces is 
safe, including by giving them control over who can 
contact them and supplying help when needed.

To be ‘Playful By Design’, digital products and services should…











THANK YOU
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